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Weka 
Gallirallis australis

What are they?

Weka are large, brown flightless birds that are 
well known for their feisty and curious personality. 
Once common throughout New Zealand, weka 
disappeared from most North Island forests before 
1940. There are still remnant populations in some 
parts of the North and South Islands. They were 
an easy food source for Mäori and early European 
settlers who gave them the name bush hens. 
A combination of habitat destruction, drought, 
competition with introduced mammals for food, 
road death, introduced diseases, and predation by 
most mammalian predators including cats, dogs, 
ferrets and rats has meant that most of the weka 
populations on the mainland are still declining 
dramatically.

Weka are highly territorial and will defend their 
territory against rivals. In habitats where free 
territories are limited (such as Kapiti Island) non-
territorial birds have to fight resident birds to obtain 
a territory and mate. 

Weka on Kapiti

Weka were first introduced to Kapiti in 1896 
and the population has thrived ever since. Their 
population increased after possums were removed 
from the island probably because there was less 
competition for food. On Kapiti, weka spend most 
of their day looking for food (up to 55.5 minutes of 
every daylight hour). This is because there is a lot of 
competition for high-energy food such as the seed 
of hinau and five-finger. They mainly eat a mixture 
of invertebrates, fallen fruit, small animals and some 
vegetation but they also feast on young birds and 
eggs. You are likely to meet weka on any of the 
tracks on Kapiti. They are not shy and may attempt 
to steal food from you—this behaviour should not be 
encouraged, because human food is bad for weka. 

Other resources

Restoring Kapiti 

www.doc.govt.nz > Conservation > Plants-and-
Animals

www.nzbirds.com
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